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TERNARITY IN ENGLISH

1 Background

The goal of the Phonological Theory Agora (PTA) Dataset Workshop is to promote
discussion and theory-oriented debate in an original way. After the success of the first PTA
Dataset Workshop, held in Tours (France) on height harmony in German, we thought
that we could make use of the mfm Fringe meeting to hold this year’s PTA Dataset
Workshop.

The idea behind the PTA Dataset Workshop is to collect a dataset and to ask partic-
ipants to resolve the specific problems that it poses.

We think that this workshop format (unprecedented in linguistics) is an interesting
way to challenge phonologists working within different frameworks to talk about the same
empirical problems and directly confront the successes and underpinnings of their formal
analyses.

This year’s topic is ternarity in English. It was chosen with the intention of confronting
different theories of stress and prosodic structure. Recently, different approaches to the
representation of stress (and ternary patterns) have become available which make sub-
stantially different empirical predictions. To name just a few, consider (i) Brett Hyde’s
(2016) Weak Bracketing approach by means of intersecting feet; (ii) the approaches by
Iosad (2013) and Hermans & Torres-Tamarit (2014) and Torres-Tamarit (2016), which
question a one-to-one relationship between prosodic categories and metrical prominence;
(iii) Mart́ınez-Paricio’s (2013) and Mart́ınez-Paricio & Kager’s (2015, 2016) approach to
ternary rhythm by means of recursive (layered) feet (see also Iosad 2013 for recursive
prosodic categories below the prosodic word); (iv) Scheer & Szigetvári’s (2005) and Ulfs-
bjorninn’s (2014) pure grid theories of stress within Strict CV phonology, which reject
prosodic constituency outright; and (v) the account of ternary rhythm by means of Har-
monic Serialism (Pruitt 2012, Torres-Tamarit & Jurgec 2015; see also Breteler 2015 for
the use of layered feet in Harmonic Serialism).

We invite one-page abstracts proposing a unifying formal solution to the problems
posed by the data below. §2 presents the data, which can of course be complemented by
further data from the same language. §3 lists some research questions that analysts could
address. The document closes with a list of references that include those from which the
data have been drawn.

Let’s get our hands dirty!
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2 Dataset

2.1 Ternary rhythm

In a group of monomorphemic, 5-syllable-long words, an initial dactylic rhythm is created.
(The data come from Hayes 1979 and Pater 2000.)

(1) Initial dactylic rhythm

àbracadábra H:89
Lùxipaĺılla H:89
Pèmigewássett H:89

Òkefenókee H:89
Nèbuchadnézzar H:89
pàraphernália H:89
Kı̀limanjáro H:89
Kàlamazóo P:243
Wı̀nnepesáukee P:243
Wàpakonéta P:243
Lòllapalóoza P:243

Initial dactyls can also be found in 4-syllable-long words; primary stress is final in
such cases.

(2) Initial dactylic rhythm and final primary stress

Tàtamagóuche P:243
Kàlamazóo H:89
Hàrdecanúte H:89

Àllamakée H:89

Ìllilouétte H:89
Màttamuskéet H:89

Àntigońısh H:89

Ternary rhythm can be disrupted by a secondary stress on the postpeninitial syllable
if it is heavy.

(3) Ternary stress disrupted

Hàlicàrnássus P:244
ròdomòntáde P:244
p̀ıthecànthrópus P:244
àpothègmátic P:244
ànimàdvérsion P:244

In another group of words, the secondary stress is not initial, but peninitial, which
creates a binary rhythm instead.

(4) Peninitial secondary stress

apòtheósis P:254
Apòllináris P:254
Epàminóndas P:254
Schehèrezáde P:254
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Finally, there is another interesting group of words, similar to that in 4, in which
primary stress gravitates towards the left word edge (i.e. the peninitial or postpeninitial
syllable), and secondary stress is therefore final or penultimate. In such cases, initial
dactylic rhythm is usually not attested in monomorphemic words (cf. morphologically
complex nátional̀ıze). However, this generalization is not without excepcions; the words
in (6) show that initial dactylic rhythm is compatible with initial primary stress.

(5) Peninitial or postpeninitial primary stress
Mamáronèck H:89
Escúminàc H:89
Gennésarèt H:89
Asśınibòine H:89

Àldébaràn H:89

Àshurbánipàl H:89
Genádenhùtten H:89

(6) Initial dactylic rhythm with initial primary stress
ŕıgamaròle H:93
cátamaràn H:93
Mánitowòc H:93

2.2 The distribution of aspiration and /h/

Aspirated stops and /h/ surface at the beginning of stressed syllables (with either primary
(7a) or secondary stress (7b)) and at be beginning of an initial unstressed syllable (7c).
(The data come from Davis and Cho 2003. Note that in words like potato and titanic
only the relevant aspirated stop is transcribed as such, but in these cases there are two
aspirated stops: [ph]o[th]áto, [th]̀ı[th]ánic.)

(7) Distribution of aspirated stops and /h/

a. Aspiration and /h/ at the onset of a word with primary stress
[ph]óny D&C:608
[th]érrible D&C:608
[kh]ándy D&C:608
ap[ph]éar D&C:608
ma[th]érial D&C:608
[h]ábit D&C:608
[h]éro D&C:608
[h]́ıstory D&C:608
pro[h]́ıbit D&C:608
Ta[h]́ıti D&C:608

b. Aspiration and /h/ at the onset of a word with seconary stress
dáven[ph]òrt D&C:609
a[th]àscadéro D&C:609
[th ]̀ıtánic D&C:609
[kh]ùcúmber D&C:609
Chésa[ph]èake D&C:609
álco[h]òl D&C:609
A[h]àsuérus D&C:609
[h]ỳpótenuse D&C:609

Ída[h]ò D&C:609
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c. Aspiration and /h/ at the onset of an unstressed initial syllable

[ph]aćıfic D&C:609
[th]omáto D&C:609
[kh]onnéct D&C:609
[ph]otáto D&C:609
[h]oŕızon D&C:609
[h]awáii D&C:609
[h]ab́ıtual D&C:609
[h]ypócrisy D&C:609

Interestingly, aspirated stops and [h] are also found at the onset of an unstressed
syllable when immediately preceded by an unstressed syllable and followed by a stressed
one, that is, the postpeninitial syllable in words with initial dactylic rhythm.

(8) Aspiration and /h/ at the onset of the postpeninitial syllable

Mèdi[th]erránean D&C:609
Nàvra[th]ilóva D&C:609
lòla[ph]alóoza D&C:609
Wı̀ne[ph]essáukee D&C:609
pèri[ph]atétic D&C:609
Nèbu[kh]adnézzar D&C:609
àbra[kh]adábra D&C:609
Tàra[h]umára D&C:609

2.3 Flapping

In words with initial dactylic rhythm, there is a clear contrast between the postpeninitial
syllable in capi[R]alistic, with flapping, and in mili[th]aristic, with an aspirated stop like
the words in (8). (These data come from Davis 2005; see also Withgott 1982, Steriade
2000 and Eddington 2006.)

(9) Flapping vs. aspiration

càpi[R]aĺıstic (cf. cápi[R]al)
mı̀li[th]aŕıstic (cf. mı́li[th]àry)

2.4 Expletive infixation

Based on data from McCarthy (1982), Davis (2005) notes that words with initial dactylic
rhythm show variation with respect to expletive infixation (10). The same behavior is
observed for words of the mı̀li[th]aŕıstic type. However, only one possibility is accepted
for càpi[R]aĺıstic. (No data on aspiration is available in Davis 2005 for the forms in 10.)

(10) Expletive infixation

Tata-fucking-magouche Tatama-fucking-gouche M:580
Kala-fucking-mazoo Kalama-fucking-zoo M:580
Winne-fucking-pesaukee Winnepe-fucking-saukee M:580
mili-fucking-taristic milita-fucking-ristic
*capi-fucking-[R]alistic capi[R]a-fucking-listic
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2.5 Nasal place assimilation

Bermúdez-Otero (2015) observes a peculiarity in the application of nasal place assimi-
lation in trisyllabic pretonic sequences. In the American place name Monongahela (10),
the sound represented by orthographic <n> can be pronounced as [n] rather than [N], as
recorded in both Kenyon & Knott (1949) and Merriam-Webster (2009). In contrast, [ng]

is absolutely unacceptable in words like co[Ng]a: cf. *co[ng]a. See also the comments on
this datum posted in Phonolist:

blogs.umass.edu/phonolist/2017/02/10/call-for-papers-mfm25-fringe-meeting-gdri-pta-dataset-workshop/#comment-3831

(11) Blocking of nasal place assimilation

Monò[n]gahéla

To understand the implications of the acceptability of the cluster [ng] in Monongahela,
the conditions for obligatory nasal place assimilation in American English must be known.
In the conservative dialect recorded in Kenyon & Knott (1949), these conditions are the
following: nasal place assimilation is obligatory if the following syllable is unstressed
(11a), optional if the following syllable bears secondary stress (11b), and impossible if
the following syllable bears primary stress (11c). (The data are taken from Bermdez-Otero
2015.)

(12) Nasal place assimilation (Kenyon & Knott 1949)

a. The second syllable is unstressed: nasal place assimilation

có[N]gress
có[N]quer
có[N]gregàte
cò[N]gregátional

b. The second syllable bears secondary stress: optinal nasal place assimilation

có[n/N]crèteN
có[n/N]quèst
ı́[n/N]crèaseN

c. The second syllable bears primary stress: no nasal place assimilation

co[n]créteV
co[n]gréssional
i[n]créaseV

2.6 Syncope

Three-syllable-long words with dactylic rhythm may undergo syncope of the posttonic
vowel (13). (The data come from Szigetvári 2002, 2007.) Vowels in between brackets
correspond to syncopated vowels.

(13) Syncope

mém<@>ri memory S2002:145
sép<@>r@t separate S2007:415
kǽT<@>lIk Catholic S2007:415
fǽm<@>li family S2007:415
nǽS<@>nl

"
national S2007:415
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Pretonic syllable is banned.

(14) Syncope prohibited

*mém<@>ràIz memorize S2002:145;S2007:415
*s̀Ig<@>rét cigarette S2007:415
*lÁ:ns<@>l6̀t Lancelot S2007:415
cf. lÁ:ns<@>l@t Lancelot S2007:415
*sép<@>rèIt separate S2007:415

Burzio (1994) claims that the absence of pretonic syllable is due to avoidance of stress
clash. However, words with initial dactylic rhythm show that this cannot be the case. In
such words, syncope is blocked although it would not create stress clash.

(15) Syncope prohibited in postpeninitial syllable

*h2̀l@b<@>lú: hullabaloo S2002:145;S2007:415
*mèT@d<@>l6́ÃIk@l methodological S2002:145;S2007:415

Syncope is only possible in the peninitial syllable, but as in the examples in (15), a
pretonic vowel cannot be syncopated.

(16) Syncope possible in peninitial syllable

nǽS<@>n@làIz nationalize S2002:145
*nǽS@n<@>làIz nationalize S2002:145

(Syncope is also banned for phonotactic reasons: the single consonant following the
syncopated vowel must be a sonorant and the consonantal cluster created after syncope
must be rising in sonority. For more details, see Szigetvári 2002:145-147, 2007:415-416.)

3 Some research questions

• Which metrical structure corresponds to initial dactylic rhythm in English (1-2 (and
3 and 6))?

• How can we account for binary rhythm in (4)? Which theory is best to account
for the contrast between (1-3) and (4)? This question connects with the topic of
exceptions in phonology.

• How can the theory exclude initial dactylic rhythm with initial primary stress in
(5) (cf. 6)?

• In the light of the distribution of aspiration and /h/ (6), what is the status of
the postpeninitial syllable in words with initial dactylic rhythm (7)? Consider also
the flapping case in (8), the behavior of expletive infixation in (9), nasal place
assimilation in (10), and syncope in (12-15).

• Do the data in (7-11) support theories of prosodic constituency or to pure grid
theories rejecting the foot?

• If prosodic constituency is proved to be necessary, do the data in (7-11) give support
to layered feet or can dactylic rhythm be derived by means other than recursion?
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